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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a ring, not necessarily associative. We write 4 < A to mean that 
I is a two-sided ideal of the ring A. If we are given V < I< A, we may ask 
how close V is to itself being an ideal of A. If K is the ideal of A generated 
by V, we may interpret this question to mean: How tightly is Y imbedded 
in K? Since KC I, we have V < K < A. Thus, there is no loss of generality 
in assuming K = I. The question now becomes: Suppose V <I < A and 
I is the ideai of A generated by V. What can we say about B = I - V ? 
In case A is associative the easy answer is given in [I, Lemma 4, p- 186 
viz. B3 = (0). In the radical theory of associative rings this turns out to be 
useful fact; see [I, Section 3; 3, p. 107, 135; 4, Theorem 21. 
In this paper we investigate the structure of in case A is merely alter- 
native. One might hope that I3 is always solvabie, but we have been unable 
to determine whether this is so. What we do prove is that B is the union of 
an ascending chain of nilpotent ideals, and that B itself is transfinite nilpotent 
of index at most w + 1, where w is the first infinite ordinal. We also show 
that the powers of B associate. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. We recall that a ring A is alternative provided the function (x, y, .z) = 
xy’z - x.yz is an alternating function of its entries. Throughout this paper 
A will be an alternative ring. 
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If P, Q, R are subsets of A we will write PQ for the additive subgroup of 
A spanned by all pq with p E P; q E Q and (P, Q, R) for the additive subgroup 
spanned by all (p, q, r) with p E P, etc. We will write P 0 Q for PQ + QP. 
2.2. The following facts about alternative rings will suffice as prere- 
quisites for this paper: 
(a) (PIti , Pzoi , Paa) = (PI , Pz , PA for a: E ss . 
(b) If P < A and Q < A, then PQ < A. 
(c) (Moufang) xa4x = x(&).x. 
(d) (x, a, 6)~ = (x, a, ~6). 
(e) (xa)xi = xa(xi). 
Of these results, (a) is obvious, (b) is an easy exercise, and the others may be 
found, for example, in [2, Lemma 2.21. 
2.3. Let us write (a, b) for ab - ba. Then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. The following identities hold in A: 
(a) (Kleinfeld) (zui,j, k) = w(i,j, K) + (w, j, k)i - (w, i, (j, k)). 
(b) (w, (6 j, A)) = (w, i, jk) + (w, j, hi) + (w, k ii). 
Proof. (a) A linearization of 2.2(d) in the form -(w, x, xj) = -(w, x,j)x 
yields 
-(w, h, ij) - (w, i, hj) = -(w, k,j)i - (w, i,j)k. 
The Teichmiiller identity may be verified by computation: 
(w&j, k) - (w, ;j, R) + (w, i,jk) = w(i,j, k) + (w, i,j)k. 
On adding these we obtain the asserted identity. 
(b) We write down in succession a linearization of (xi, x,j) - (i, x,j)x = 
0; a !inearization of (w, x, .aj) - ( w, x,j)x = 0 (see 2.2d), and the result of 
part (a): 
(6 k j) + @i, w, i) - (i, w, j)k - (i, k, j)w = 0; 
(w, k, ii) + (w, i, hj) - (w, i,j)k - (20, k,j)i = 0; 
(wi,j, h) + (w, i, (j, k)) - w(i, j, k) - (20, j, k)i = 0. 
On adding all these, we have 
(w, k ij) + (hi, 24 j) + (w, i,jk) - (w, (Ci 4) = 0, 
and the result follows. 
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This alternative proof was pointed out by the referee. Expand each term 
on the right side of 2.3b in terms of the Bruck-Kleinfeld functionf [2, Eq. 
(2.7)]. Using the skew-symmetry off and of associators, we arrive at the 
expression 3f(w, cj, A) + (k (w, i, j)) - (j, (4 3 q) + (6 (j, 4 w)). ne 
result now follows from [2, Eq. (2.8)]. 
2.4. We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the powers of a 
ring. Given a ring I, we define 
I1 = I; 
In+1 = 2 (IV? 1 < 7 < Y + s = 72 + 1)~ 
Thus, for each n, 1% is the linear span of all possible products (in arbitrary 
association) of n elements of I. A straightforward mduction shows that {P”> 
is a nested chain of subrings of I, and it is, thus, natural to define 
Iw = n {I”: n < w). 
We further define l0+l = Iw 0 I. (There are natural definitions for higher 
transfinite powers of I, but we shall not need them in this paper.) We say 
that 1 is nilpotent provided 1” = (0) for some z < w. 
LEIVIMA 2.5. Suppose I < A. Then for all n > 1 we lzarje 
(a) 1” < A; 
(b) In+1 = I” o 1: 
PPOO$ (a) follows from the definition in 2.4 by induction using 2.2(b). 
(b) Let us define Itr, = I; ICn+r> = Itn> c I. Then it clearly suffices to 
show that I(n) = 1” for all n. We proceed by induction on Z~ the cases 
IZ = 1, 2, 3 being trivial. 
Clearly I _ Cn) C I”, so we prove the opposite. I” is spanned by monomials c 
which are products of n elements of 1 in some association, and we can write 
c = ab, where a and b are shorter monomials. If 2a = 1 or 81 = I, then 
c ~1~“) by inductive hypothesis. So we proceed by a subsidiary induction on 
m(c) = mini&, 81. If, say, aa = m(c) = m > I, then we can write c = pq.b, 
where 29 + aq = m. But pq.b =p.qb + qb.p - q.bp. Now m(p.qb) = 
m(qb.9) = 8~ < m, and m(q.bp) = 8q < m, so we have expressed c as a sum 
of monomials with smaller m’s. This concludes the induction. 
3. WORK 
Throughout this section A is an alternative ring, I < A; JB < A, an 
is any subset of A. 
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3.1, We define W, to be the additive subgroup of A spanned by W, and 
for s > 0, W,,, = W,+AWs+ WsA. 
Clearly the ideal of A generated by W is u {W, : s = 1,2,...}. Our aim in 
this section is to relate W, to W, by means of I; we will later need the 
specialization of this to W = V. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Ifs 3 0, then 
W s+z = Ws,, + A Ws,, = Ws, + Ws+,A. 
Proof. For the first half it suffices to show that W,+,A C A W,,, + W,,, . 
Now W,,A = (W, + AW, + W,A)A _C W,A + A.WSA + (A, A, W,) by 
2,2(a). Expanding, we see this is _C W,A + A( WSA + A W, + W,) _C W,,, + 
AWs+, 9 as required. 
The second half is proved similarly. 
LEMMA 3.3. Ifs 3 0 then W,I = (WI)S . 
Proof. By induction on s, the case s = 0 being easy. Suppose we have it 
for s, and note that (W, , A, I) C W,+,I and that WJ + (W, , I, A) = 
W,I + WJ.A. Thus, W,+,I = W,+,I + (W, , I, A) = A- WJ + W8-AI + 
W,I + (W, , I, A) = A.( WI), + (WI), + (WI),A by inductive hypothesis, 
=w4,+, . 
LEMMA 3.4. (W + WA)(I o J) C (I o J) o W + (W, I, J) 
and 
(IoJ).(W+AW)=(I~J)~W+(W,I,J). 
Proof. Linearizing 2.2(c) in the form xaix = x(ai).x we have 
wa,ij + jaiw = w(ai)i + j(ai).w. Thus, 
WA.IJCpIW+ WI.]+ JI.W. (*) 
On reversing the roles of I and J, and adding, we find that 
WA.(Io J>-c(J~4~ W+ (W,A 1) 
by 2.2(a), and the first half follows. The second half is proved similarly. 
LEMMA 3.5. (a) (I 0 I> 0 W,+, C (10 I) 0 WI + ( W, ,I, I> fey s 2 0. 
(b) P+lo WS+l_CI”+lo WS+ImO(WI)sfors> 1 andn 3 1. 
Proof. (a) The result is trivial if s = 0. Suppose s > 1 and we have it 
fors- l.Then(Io J)o W,+,= (IO JHWs + AWs) + P’s + WAVo I> 
by 3.2, C(1 0 J) 0 W, + ( W, , I, J) by 3.4. The result now follows by inductive 
hypothesis and the inclusion W,-, _C W, . 
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(b) JJ’J = In then J < A and In+1 = I o J by 2.5. So 
In+1 0 ITS,, c In+1 0 t*j; $ ( ws ) I, Ifi) 
by part (a). Now ( W, , I, In> _C WsI.In + W,l~+l _C 1” o (WI>, + P+l c W’, by 
3.3. The result follows. 
3.6, We introduce the notation 
F,f), = ur/,; 
r w Ihn+, = [W, I)m,I. 
e now have the following proposition. 
PROPQSITIOS 3.7. If n > 2, then 
P~mj. Let us denote the given inclusion by E,( f Then we prove by 
induction on n that E,(X) holds for all X _C A. 
If n = 2 then m must be 0, and the two sides of E,(X) coincide. Suppose, 
therefore, we have E,(X) for some given n > 2 and ai1 X C A. We then prove 
by induction on s that for 1 < s < n and given Z C A we have .FS : 
say. For s = 1 the left side is just the first term of T, so that F, holds. Suppose 
F, holds, and s + 1 < n. Then by 3.5(b) we have 
p+1 0 z,, _c p-1 0 z, + I” 0 (ZI), = P + Q, 
say. 
By F, we have P C T. For Q, note that (Z1), C (ZX),-l by assumption. on 5. 
n-2 
Q c c I- 0 [(ZI), ) I), n 
t=o 
Now [(ZI>l , I>, = [.&I, I)* = [Z, , I),,, by 3.3. 
so Q c-g:; I(n+l)--(t+l) 3 [Z, , I)t+l ) and on writing m for t + I -we, thus, 
see that Q _C T. 
This proves F,+l , and the induction on s is complete. In particular, -we 
have F, , and this is precisely E,+1(Z). S’ ince 2 was arbitrary, we have com- 
pleted our induction on n. In particular, E,(W) holds for all 1z, and this is the 
required result. 
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4. MORE WORK 
Throughout this section we assume that V < I < A. Our aim is to relate 
V, to V by means of I. In 4.3 we show that certain products of three elements 
of I will lie in V if two of them lie in V, . In 4.8 we show (under an additional 
hypothesis) that certain products of four elements of I lie in V if one of them 
lies in V, . 
LEMMA4.1. (a) VA*ICVAn(V+AV),andI-AVCAVn(V+ VA). 
(b) A V*I C A V, and I* VA 2 VA. 
(c) V$C V+ AVandIV,C V+ VA. 
(d) V,<Iforalln>O. 
(e) VA.P _C V, and PAV C V. 
(f) (V,,J,P)_c v. 
(g) V12.A _C V. 
Proof. (a) If B E V, i ~1, a E A, then (v, i, a) = vi.a - u.ia E VA, and 
similarly (v, i, a) = -(a, i, V) E AV. Thus, va.i = vai + (ZI, a, i) E VA, and 
also =z.G’ + (a, i, V) E V + AV. So we have the first part, and the second 
follows by symmetry. 
(b) is equally easy. 
(c) follows immediately from (a) and (b). 
(d) By (c) we have that V( = V,) < I implies V, < 1, and by the same 
token V, <I implies V,,, < I for any n. The result then follows by 
induction. 
(e) Take W = V and J = I in 3.4. 
(f) Write V, = V + AV + VA and use 2.2(a) and (e). 
(g) Reassociate, and use (V, A, 12) C V by (e). 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose u, v E V, i E I; a, b E A. Then the following all lie in V: 
(a) (au.bv)i and (au.vb)i; 
(b) (ua.bv)i; 
(c) (ua.vb)i. 
Proof. (a) By the Moufang identity 2.2(c) we have i(bv).i = ib.vi E V, 
and similarly i( E V. On linearizing this and writing w for bv or vb, we 
have (au)wi + iw.au E V, and the result follows from 4.1(e). 
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(b) (~6v)i = ua@~)i - ( ua, i, bv) E VA.H” $ .[*.A V + VA*I” C V by 
U(e). 
(c) On linearizing the Moufang identity (xa)x.9 = x.a(xi) (see 2.2(e)>1 
we have 
(ua)(vb)i + (vb*a)zci = wa(vbi) + vb.a(ui) E V,A% + VA.A1* 2 r” 
y 4.1 (e), and the result follows. 
i$yoofS VI21 C V by 4.2, and IVlz C V similarly. Thus, VI2 0 I C 6’: and, 
hence VI3 = V * V, C V 
It c:la also be ih”,wn that (V, , V, , I) C V, and VlV2. Vx C V, but we wiil 
not need these results. 
We ROW turn to products involving only one factor from V” 
Lmivia 4.4, (a) AV$I, I, I) C V, 
(b) I+4 V)/* C V. 
Proof. (a) Qn applying 2.3(b) with w E AV, i, j, k E II, we have 
A k/Q, I, I) _c (I, I, I).A v + (12, I, A V). Th e result follows in view of 41(e) 
and (f). 
(b) IjAV)I”_CI(AV).I 2 $ (I, A V, I*) and the result follows from 4.1(a)> 
(e), and (f). 
For the next two lemmas we set Y = Y + AV.1” + (I, 5, I). 
Lmm4.5. (a) (V,‘,I,A)~6~V+(V,,I,I)=~~s~y,; 
(b) (I, A, I).VA L I’. 
.Pnq+‘. Let 3 E V; i, j E I; a, b E A. AI1 congruences will be mod&o 
(a) On linearizing 2.2(d) we have 
(cd, j a)i + (i, j, a)v = (v, j, ia) + (i, j, va). 
So (41, j a); E V + (VA, I, I) 2 T. Similarly i(v, j, 6~) E T. 
(b) On linearizing 2.2(d) we have 
(i, j> a).vb - (i, j, vbx) = (vb,j, iu) - (~6, j; a); 
E 0 - v(b,j, a)i - (v,j, a)b.i + (vs 6, (j, a&i 
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by 2.3(a), 
= -(v, j, a)b.i by part (a) 
= -(v, j, u).bi - ((v, j, a), b, i) 
= (i, b, (zi, j, u)) by part (a). 
On reversing all products, we have similarly 
bv.(i,j, u) - (i, j, a.bv) = ((a,j, v), b, i). 
Hence, (i,j, u)wb - bvji,j, a) E (i,j, x), where x = &.a - U&I = 
v&z + (q b, CZ) - ab-v + (a, b, v) E V, . Thus, (i,j, u).vb = bv+,j, u). 
so 
(I,A,I)~VA_CAV~(I,A,I)+(V,,I,I)+ VCAV~I2$(I,I,I)f V=Y. 
4.6. From now on we suppose that I is the ideal of A generated by V. 
Thus,I=~(li;,:s=l,2 ,... }inviewof3.1. 
LEMMA 4.7. (a) 12.VA _C Y; 
(b) I2 0 VI C Y; 
(c) I3 c Y. 
Proof. (a) We show by induction on s that V,I. VA C Y for all s. The 
result then follows from 4.6. 
First, VJ.VA C VI-I2 + (V, , I, VA) _C V + AV.12 + (I, I, I) by 4.1(e), 
=Y. 
Suppose VJ. VA _C Y for some s 3 1. Then Vs/,;J. VA = (V, + T/,A)I. VA 
by 3.2, C V,I.VA $ V,(AI).VA + (V,, A,I).VA. The first terms are in Y 
by inductive hypothesis, and the last by 4.5(b). 
(b) Expand V, , and use part (a) and 4.1(e). 
(c) By 4.6 it suffices to show that I2 0 V, 2 Y for all s. Use 3.5(a) (with 
J = I), and part (b). 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Suppose V < I < A, I is the ideal of A generated by V, 
and V, = V+ AV+ VA. ThenI3o V,C V. 
Pyoof. AV.13 _C AV.[V + AV.12 + (I, I, I)] by 4.7(c), and this lies in V 
by 4.4. Thus, VJ3 _C V, and similarly 13Vl _C V. 
5. THEOREM A 
We start by combining the results of Sections 3 and 4. Thus, let V < I < A, 
with I the ideal of A generated by V, and V, (s = 1, 2 ,...) as in 3.1. 
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LEMMA 5. I. (a) [Vl,I),_CIVl+ VPijcm31; 
(b) I-w2 0 [V, ) I), c v ;f m > 0, n 3 3, and $2 - m > 2. 
PYOC$ Note that VI < I by 4.1(d), so that V,P L V, and 
IV,.P c IV,2 z IV, 
by 2.2(b). Hence, (I, V, , I*) C IV, . 
We now prove (a) by induction on m, the case m = 1 being trivial. Suppose 
we have it for ~~(21). Then [VI ) I)m+l = [VI , I),JC (IV1 + VIP)1 by 
inductive hypothesis, CIVl + V,.I”I + (I, V, , P) C VI + P-p+1 by the 
remark above. 
(b) If m = 0 the assertion follows from 4.8. If m 3 1 then 
In-“.[v~,I)m.-C/2.vlI_CIZ.(v+ AV)_C v 
by 4.1(c) and (e). 
Also [V, , I),?-” C (IV, + VJm)~Pm by part (a). The first term Iies in 
(V + V&2) I”-” _C Y by 4. I(c) and (e), in view of n - nz 3 2. The second 
term lies in VIP + (V, , I”, Pm), and this lies in V by 4.8 (since n > 3) and 
4.4 (f)? since n - m 3 2. 
RQPOSITION 5.2. I” 0 v,-, c vfor n > 3. 
BYOC$ By 3.7 with W = V we have 
n-2 
I” 0 vnM1 _cc In-” 0 [VI , gnl 
WL=O 
cv by 51(b). 
We now have the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Suppose A is an alternative m&g, V <I < A, and I is the 
ideal of A generated by V. If B = I - V = IO, and B, = V,O, where V, is 
as in 3.1, then 
(a) B is the union of its ascending chain of ideals (B,). 
(b) P+l oBn=(Q)fmn>2. 
(c) II;+2 = (O)forn3 1. 
(d) &+I = (0). 
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Proof. (a) follows from 3.1, the hypothesis, and 4.1(d). 
(b) Apply 0 to 5.2. 
(c) Since B, 2 B, (b) yields BE+’ 0 B, = (0) for n > 2. So Bz’2 = (0) by 
2.5(b). If n = 1, then Bzf2 = B,” = (0) by 4.3. 
(d) By its definition 2.4 we have Bw _C B” for each n. Thus, for all n > 2 
we have (0) = Bn+l 0 B, C Bw 0 B, . It follows by (a) that (0) = Bw 0 B = 
BW+l, as required. 
COROLLARY 5.3. In the situation of Theorem A: 
(e) Each jinitely generated ideal of B is nilpotent; 
(f) B is locally nilpotent; 
(g) B is a Baer-radical kag. 
Proof. (e) IfFis a finite subset of B = u{Bn : n = 1, 2,...} then F C B, 
for some n. So the ideal of B generated by F lies in B, , and so is nilpotent 
by (4. 
(f) This means that every finitely generated subring of B is nilpotent. 
This is clear from (e). 
(g) This means that every nonzero homomorphic image By of B contains 
a trivial ideal; i.e., a nonzero ideal T such that T2 = (0). 
Now By = U{B,y: n = 1, 2,...}, and B,y = W f (0) for some n. But W 
is a nilpotent ideal of By by (a) and ( c ), so that T = Ws is a trivial ideal of 
By for some s 3 1, by 2.5(a). 
5.4. The result 5.3(g) was one of the first results on B to be obtained by 
the authors of this paper. The following simple and self-contained proof was 
later (March 1968) found by T. Anderson. 
Let By be any nonzero homomorphic image of B. By the second homo- 
morphism theorem, By N I - W, where V C W < I. Since I is the smallest 
ideal of A to contain V, we have W z& A. Thus there exists x E A such that 
(say) Wx $L W. 
Now W + Wx < 1, and [(W + WX)~]~ C W by Lemma 4 of [4]. Thus, 
either (W + Wx) - W or (W + WX)~ - W is a trivial ideal of I - W. So 
I - W, and, hence, By has a trivial ideal. 
5.5. The main conclusions of Theorem A are that B is the union of an 
ascending chain of nilpotent ideals, and Bw+l = (0). It is worth noting that 
these assertions are independent, even for associative and commutative rings. 
Thus, the Zassenhaus algebra 2 described in [4, p. 4211 has the first of these 
properties, but not the second (indeed, 2 is idempotent), and the ring 2J of 
even integers has the second property-(2j)w = (0)-but, of course, is far 
from having the first. 
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5.6. We consider the question whether B is necessarily nilpotent to be a 
very difficult one, and it would be rash to conjecture the answer yes. 
answer would of course follow immediately from Theorem A if we 
show that in the situation of that theorem we necessarily have VR,l = Vfl 
for some n = n(V, A). 
A more reasonable question is whether Bw = (0). oweves, the methods 
of this paper cast no light on Bw, except, of course; that ,it annihilates B on 
both sides. We certainly cannot deduce B* = (0) from 
arbitrary ring, even associative. 
Thus let F be any field, and V the vector space over F of w x w upper 
triangular matrices; i.e., (eij : 5 < i <j < w), where we write (A) for the 
F-linear span of a set A. V becomes an associative F-algebra under the usual. 
product eijemn = Sjmein ) extended by linearity and distributivity. 
Let R = (e,, : 0 < n < w); C = (enru : 0 < n < w); and for m 3 1 let 
D, = (eij : 2” < i < j < 2” + m>. Set D = 2 (D,, : m = 1, 2 ,... >. Finally, 
for our ring we take 44 = R + C + D. 
Then MR = (0) = CM, and an easy induction gives 
M”tl = R w + RD” + D”C A (x 3 I)> 
where R, = (es,). Note that RLW = 
Since Dn = C @ (D,“: m 2 72) _C (eij : 2” < i <’ j < w), it follows that 
,cMn”1_C(e,j:2”~j~w)-i-(e,:2n~a<j,<w). 
ence: NW = I?, # (0), but &P+1 = (0). 
5.7. It seems unlikely that the methods of this paper will lead to any 
improvement beyond Y = n + 1 in the formula V, 0 1” _C Y. For the special 
case n = I) we cannot do better than this even when A is associative. Thus, 
let A be the free associative algebra on the free generating set (a, z> over any 
field F. Let I be the ideal of A generated by I%, and let V be the ideal of I 
generated by 2%. Then clearly V generates I in A, and 
V=F~+Iv+vI+IuI~ 
In particular, if a monomial in V contains exactly two entries of v, then one 
of these V’S comes at the beginning or the end. Thus if x = av.va then 
x s VI2 but x .$ V. So VIZ C V is false, let alone VI 0 I L V- 
6. THEOREM B 
In this section we show that if B is as in Theorem A, then the powers of 
B associate. The proof we give is largely independent of that of Theorem A; 
as prerequisites we need nothing beyond 3. except 4.1. Throughout this 
section we assume V < I < A, with I the ideal of A generated by V. 
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6.1. For a given Y, s, n > 1, we define four statements as follows: 
(C, ) Y, s): ( v, ) IS, I’) _c P+lIT + v; 
(D, ) Y, s): I’PV, c PIs+l.P + v; 
(C,‘, T, s): (V, ) I”, I’) _c PIs+l + v; 
(Dn’, Y, s): V;IT _c PP+l + v. 
If P and s are given, we will write C, for (C, , r’, s), etc. 
LEMMA 6.2. For given r and s, 
(a) If C, and D, hold, then C, and D, hold for all n. 
(b) If C,’ and D,’ hold, then C,’ and D,’ holdfor all n. 
Proof. (a) By induction on n, the case n = 1 being our hypothesis. 
Suppose we have C, and D, for some n > 1, and write W for Vm , and X for 
ISflIr + V. On replacing I by I” and J by 1’ in (*) of 3.4, we have 
WA.I”I’ C WIs.IT + ITIs. W + P.I”W 
c Is+lP + PI”. w + (I’, IS, W) 
_C X by definition, D, , and C, , respectively. 
Hence, by 3.2, we have 
(Vn+* P Is, I’) = (W + WA, Is, 1”) 
_C X + (WA)I”.F + WA.I”I’ by C, , 
C X + Is+l.Ir + X by the above, 
so that we have C,,, . 
Also PI”. V n+l = I’P W + PP.AW by 3.2 
_c x + WP.P + W.I”I’ + IT.ISW 
c+> 
by D, followed by (+) above with all products reversed, 
= x + WIS.I’ + (W, Is, I’) + PI”.W 
C X + P+lP’ by C, and D, , so that we have Dnfl . 
This concludes the induction, so that we have (a), and (b) follows on 
reversing all products. 
LEMMA 6.3. (a) (Cl , Y, s) and (Cl’, Y, s) hoZd for all Y, s. 
(b) If Irfs _C IT-lIs+l + V, then (Dl’, Y, s) holds. 
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Proof. (a) By 4.1(f) and symmetry, it suffices to prove (Cl I P, I). Now 
(VA, I, I) L (VA)I.I + VA.12C121+ V by 4.1(e). 
Next, on iinearizing 2.2(d), we find 
(av, i,j) = -(iv, a,j) + (u, i,j)a + (?I, a,j)C 
Hence, (AV, I, I) CJ”I + V by 2.2(b) and 4.1(g). 
The result now follows, since VI = V + AV + VA. 
(b) We allow Y = 1, interpreting I0 to be a formal unity element of A. 
Then Vl.IsIT C VIIsfT C Vl(Ir-lIs+l + V) C VlIv-~2?--1 f (V, , P1, Is+“) C 
V C ITIs+l + V by 4.1 (f), since s + I 3 2. 
COROLLARY 6.4. (a) (I, It, I> _C FL1 + V 
(b) Ij- IT+t C PIIt+r + V, then (I, It, B’) C ITIt+ + Vm 
Pmof. (a) (Or , 1, t) holds trivially, and (C’, ) I, f) holds by 6.3(a). 
Hence, (C’, , I, t) holds for ali n, by 6.2(a). That is, (V,n , I”, I) C It-l1 + V 
for all ?z > 1. The result now follows by 4.6. 
(b) For the given Y and t we have D,’ by 63(b), and C,’ by &3(a). So 
C,’ holds for all n, by 6.2(b). That is, (V, ) P, P) _C PP+r -f P’ for ali n 3 1. 
The result foliows as before. 
LEMMA 6.5. P+l C ITI + V fey all Y 3 1. 
Proof. By induction on r, the case Y = 1 being trivial. Suppose we have 
it for r. Then I(‘+l)+r = P+lI + P+l by 2.5(b), C P+rI + I(F’I + V) by 
inductive hypothesis, C P+lI f (I, P, I) + V C IT+1I + V by 6.4(a). This 
concludes the induction. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Ps LITIs + Vfor all Y, s 3 3. 
PYOOf. By induction on WI = Y + s, the case m = 2 being trivia!. Suppose 
we have it for m, and Y + s = m + 1. Ifs = I the result is given in 6.5. So 
we may set s = t + 1, and T + t = m. So the hypothesis of 6.4(b) holds by 
our inductive hypothesis if Y > 1, and triviahy if Y = I. We now have 
Ir+s = IT-tt+l CP+V + Y by 6.5, C(IrIt + V>I + V by hypothesis on 
m = Y + t, CIT.ItI + (I’, It, I) + V _CPP + V by 6.4(b). 
This result suffices for the promised Theorem B. However, we may easily 
add a second part to the theorem, and for this we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.7. If Y 3 I and s > 1 and Y + s 2 3, then 
.P+s+1 c (I, I’, IS) + v = z, 
say. 
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Proof. (P o IS) 0 V,,, _C 2 by 3.5(a) and 4.8. So (I’ 0 I”) 0 I _C 2 by 4.6, 
and the result follows by 6.6. 
THEOREM B. In the situation of Theorem A we have 
(a) BT+S = B’BS for Y, s > 1; 
(b) Br+s+l = (B, By, BS) for Y + s 3 3. 
Proof. Immediate from 6.6 and 6.7. 
COMMENT 6.8. The two halves of Theorem B taken together may seem 
paradoxical: Br++l = (B, BT, B”), and yet BBr.Bs = B*B*BS . We cannot 
conclude that BT+S+l = (0), because we are dealing with sets rather than 
elements. 
6.9. We note one consequence of Theorem B(a). Recall the definition of 
the solvable powers of a ring B: B (0) = B; B(W) = B(n)B(n); B(W) = 
n{B’“‘: n < w}. B is solvable provided B(“) = (0) for some n < w. Then 
we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.9. In the situation of Theorem A, if B is solvable then B is 
nilpotent. Also if Bcw) = (0) then Bw = (0). 
Proof. It is clear from Theorem B(a) that if Ben) = (0) then B” = (0) 
for m = 2”. If B(W) = (0), then (0) = n{B(@: n = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,... } = 
n(B”: m = 1, 2,4, 8 ,... } = n(B”: m = 1, 2, 3, 4 ,... > (since {B”} is a nested 
sequence), =B”. 
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